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Daves Cycle World introduces choppers and limo bicycles to it's lowrider
bicycle line!

Based on popular demand DavesCycleWorld.net has added choppers and limo bicycles to the
site. They've even added an ALL TWISTED lowrider bike! www.DavesCycleWorld.net is your
One-Stop LOWRIDER bike cyberstation!

(PRWEB) July 1, 2004 -- Daves Cycle World introduces the new line of choppers, limos, and an all twisted
lowrider bike!

The choppers, with radical stretch, come in 20" and 26". Of course, there are several variations in size such as
the 20" chopper with a 26" rear wheel and a 20" front wheel. The variations are endless! You can configure
your chopper to have a banana seat or the chopper classic solo seat. Choppers are available in green, black,
blue, red, burgundy, chrome, and purple. Choppers start at $379.00.

The limo is available in 26". A stretch limo will run you $480.00 and is only available in black at this time.

The completely twisted lowrider comes in 20". This baby is all chrome and will set you back $1250.00. This is
a must see with it's steering wheel and continental kit. It also features twisted spokes and seatpan. In fact, you
would have to disassemble this bike to find a part that is not twisted!

www.DavesCycleWorld.net is your One-Stop LOWRIDER bike cyberstation!

Daves Cycle World - Lowrider Bikes Bicycle Parts Bike Accessories

About Daves Cycle World:
Daves Cycle Worldwas the world's first lowrider bicycle company online in 1998!

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Dave DeMack II
Daves Cycle World
816-682-5070

http://www.DavesCycleWorld.net
sales@DavesCycleWorld.net
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Contact Information
Dave DeMack II
DAVESCYCLE WORLD
http://www.DavesCycleWorld.net
816-682-5070

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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